Abstract

The proposed Loop-free Distance Vector Routing (LFDVR) is a distributed dynamic routing, derived from the famous Bellman Ford’s Distance Vector Routing Algorithm (BFDVRA) which is widely used in the Internet and private intranets. Several routing protocols based on distance-vector algorithms have been proposed like Routing Information Protocol (RIP), Gateway-to-Gateway Protocol (GGP) and Exterior Gateway Protocol (EGP). Though simple and conceptually elegant, the primary disadvantages of all these algorithms are routing loops, slow convergence and the well-known Count-To-Infinity problem (CTIP). The solutions already proposed to overcome these problems like Split Horizon or Split Horizon with Poisoned Reverse are ad-hoc in nature and often fail. We have, in this paper, proposed an Loop-free Distance Vector Routing (LFDVR) protocol that avoids routing loops, totally solves the count-to-infinity problem and may use any type of metric including link delay. Avoidance of the routing loops and count-to-infinity problem by the LFDVR has been investigated, simulated and illustrated with two examples.

Introduction

The major function of the network layer is routing packets from the source machine to the destination machine through a communication subnet using mostly multiple hops (the term hop, router or node is used interchangeably) choosing the best route either statically (pre-defined or pre-computed) or dynamically (based on current best decision!) where the routing cost is measured in terms of hop-count, distance, bandwidth, mean queuing delay or any other suitable metric [2]. Two fundamental and most common types of adaptive (dynamic) and distributed routing algorithms used are BFDVRA and Link State Routing algorithm (LSRA). Both are widely used in various forms in the Internet, intranets and isolated non-broadcast type networks. Where IGP uses RIP (RIP or RIP2) [5] [6], HELLO and OSPF for Intra-AS routing, EGP mostly uses BGP for Inter-AS routing. Again, RIP, HELLO and BGP are derived from BFDVRA whereas OSPF, IS-IS routing protocols are actually derived from LSRA [8]. Thus, BFDVRA plays a vital role both in IGP as well as in EGP - the two most widely used routing protocols.

In BFDVRA, a router knows the distance of the shortest path (which may or may not be the best path! Section 2), from each of its neighbours to reach to every network destination and used this information to compute the shortest path and next-hop of the path to each destination. A router sends update messages to all its neighbours, who in turn, process the messages and sends messages of their own if needed. Each update message contains a vector of one or more entries, each of which specifies, as a minimum, the distance to a given destination [7] [8]

Both the BFDVRA and LSRA has the disadvantage of routing loops, may be temporarily, which is a detriment to the overall performance of an internet. The BFDVRA is conceptually elegant because of its simplicity of operation and probably low overhead in terms of memory and processing compared to LSRA. In case of LSRA, each participating router requires to have the complete network topology information to compute the shortest path to each network destination which may constitute excessive storage and communication overhead on account of flooding, in a large, dynamic network. LSRA supercedes BFDVRA in terms of quicker convergence over a link failure or a topological change However; the primary disadvantages of BFDVRA are routing-table loops, slow convergence and the well-known CTIP. In case of an increased link-cost or specifically, failure of a link, the BFDVRA converges slowly and sometimes may not even converge to a stable state at all. This second phenomenon of excessive slow convergence or no convergence is popularly known as CTIP [2] [3] [4] [9].

A number of ad hoc solutions have been made to solve the CTIP by increasing the amount of information exchanged among the nodes, or by making nodes to hold down the updating of their routing tables for some period of time after detecting distance increases or the failure of a link, but none really solves the problem satisfactorily [2] [3] [7] [9].

Keeping in mind, the popularity and elegance of BFDVRA, we propose in this paper, a solution to overcome the two major problems of BFDVRA viz. routing-loops and CTIP. The proposed LFDVR totally avoids the CTIP and the routing-loops. The proposed protocol is also free to choose any kind of metric rather than very commonly used metric like distance or hop-count. The proposed model thus guarantees to converge within a finite time without creating any loop and thus totally avoiding the well-known CTIP.
II. Best Path vs. Shortest Path

In this new loop free routing protocol, we use the term “best path” in lieu of “shortest path” considering the importance of the term and its practical utility in choosing the best route from source to destination. From the practical point of view, a shortest path may not be the cheapest path and hence may not the best path. The term shortest path basically refers to the path which is geographically shortest in terms of distance, [2][9] whereas, if the cost metric of a link is considered as delay, bandwidth, or something else other than distance, then the term best path seems to be more appropriate and suitable than the term shortest path. It is to be noted that it may happen that the geographical distance between a source and a destination might be same through one route where the cost metric, say delay is more than the other.

In another perspective, if the cost metric of a link between two nodes is computed using more than one factors say queuing delay, distance, hop-count and/or bandwidth, in this case again best path is more fit than the term shortest path. The term “shortest path” used by Dijkstra in his famous Shortest Path algorithm did use “distance” as the cost metric and hence the widespread of the term. But now-a-days where the whole world is flooded with networks, routers etc., use of other type of metric is equally important to compute best path and that is the reason of replacing the term shortest path by the term best path. However, we still depend on the technique of Dijkstra shortest path algorithm to compute the best path.

III. Network Model and Notation

Throughout this paper, the following notations are used:
G: A connected network of arbitrary topology
E: The set of links in G
N: The set of nodes in G
i: The identifier of destination node i Є N
j: The identifier of current node j Є N
k: The identifier of neighbour node of j; k Є K
K: {set of all neighbours of j}; K Є N
K\i: {set of neighbours of j except i}; K Є N
Ki: {set of neighbours of j that reaches to i via j}
Kj: {set of neighbours of j that reaches to i not via j}
V: {set of all valid neighbours (VN)} = VNL
v: A VN; v Є N ; v Є DQNL; v Є jR
Cjk: The current cost from node j to neighbour node k
Cji/k: The cost from node j to node i via neighbour k
jQ: A Requester node of j
jR: A Replier node of j
ERL: {VNL1 U VNL2 U VNL3 U……VNLn}

IV. LFDVR Algorithm

Whenever there is a link failure or increase in link cost, irrespective of the type of metric the routing protocol do uses, takes place between two neighbouring nodes say j (F1) and F2 (i), then to converge the whole network to a stable state, both F1 and F2 runs the LFDVR algorithm as briefly described below. We assume only F1 here for the sake of simplicity.

Step 1: Cij is set to -9 so that if any other node tries to know the cost between i and j, a reply of -9 will make the requested node to assume that j and i are not in stable state and is under repair.

Step 2: Node j tries to get help from all its neighbours K/ (Ki+Kj) except i to reach to i by sending a SeekHelp() request message to all of them ignoring whether a neighbour k is currently reaching to i via j or not, in an intuition that although k currently reaches to i via j depending on the best path algorithm but it doesn’t waive out the possibility of an alternative path from k to i not via j with same or higher cost.

Sending SeekHelp() message to all K/ neighbours, node j waits till it gets SeekHelpReply() from all of them.

Each SeekHelp() request message contains a DisQualified Node List (DQNL) and hence a neighbour node of j which is already visited and thereby included in the DQNL, is not required to be scanned again.

Step 3: When a node Receives the SeekHelp() message:
Getting the SeekHelp() message by j from a neighbouring node, the current node j performs the following steps in an objective to search for an alternative path for its requester node jR to reach to the destination node i.
First of all, j checks the entries in the ReQuest Table (RQT) to find if the same requester has already requested for the same destination. If found, j does not forward the request further to its VNs (Valid Neighbour) and just keep silence doing nothing. This “silence concept” is introduced to reduce the redundancy for the same type of requests and thereby saving the network bandwidth.

But if the request is a fresh one, i.e. no such already existing entry is found in the RQT table of j, node j first creates a Valid Neighbour List (VNL).

If length(VNL) = 0, which indicates that there is not a single valid neighbour do exist for node j through which j can take help and therefore, node j responds with a negative reply SeekHelpReply(-1) without keeping all its requesters more in wait.

But If length(VNL) > 0; which indicates that there is at least one VN of j, node j checks if v == i; \( \forall v \in V \) i.e., if any of its VN is equal to destination node i, j immediately terminates its processing and further propagation of SeekHelp() request message through its other VNs and concludes that it has found and alternative route (may not be the best route for the requester but best for j) to reach to desired destination node i.

j computes the cost \( C_{ji} \) which is directly obtained from the weight matrix of node j and updates its own Routing Table (RT) by updating both cost to reach to i and the next-hop information.

j now sends SeekHelpReply(Cji) message to all its Requesters giving j’s least cost i.e. Cji to reach to i.

On the other hand, if none of the valid neighbours of j is i, j first includes itself in the DQNL and propagates SeekHelp() message to all its VNs seeking help to reach to destination node i and waits till it gets SeekHelpReply() from all of them.

Step 4: When a node receives the SeekHelpReply() message: When a node j receives the SeekHelpReply() message from any of its neighbours, node j then checks if the current Replier (jR) who is of course a neighbour of j and also a member of Expected Replier List (ERL). This check is included to avoid any malicious or unwanted reply from any neighbouring node.

However, if the replyer is not found in the ERL, derived from the RQT of j, j does not take any action by simply ignoring the reply.

In case the replyer is an ER (Expected Replier) which indicates that the replyer is a valid replier, node j first checks the message value. If the message value of SeekHelpReply() message is a negative value i.e. -1, it indicates that there is no path at all through this replyer node jR to reach to i. Node j then waits till it receives replies from all the other ERs. But if the message value of SeekHelpReply() message is a non-negative value, node j understands that there is a path to reach to i.

Node j however, comes to a decision only after it receives replies from all its valid repliers.

If all the replies arrived to j each with a negative feedback i.e. -1, it clearly indicates that there is no path at all to reach to destination node i through any neighbour of j and thereby j concludes that it can provide no help to its requesters to reach to i and hence j again replies all its requesters with a negative reply SeekHelpReply(-1).

When a node j receives SeekHelpReply() message from its Expected Repliers, and j has no RQT of its own, it indicates that j is the Original Requester i.e. F1 (in this case). Now, if all the replies received by j (F1) are -1, it indicates with 100% guarantee that there is no route at all to reach to destination node i (F2, in this case) and j concludes that the link between j (F1) and i (F2) is no more and totally unreachable since there is no alternative path to establish link between the two. Node j then updates its own RT and sends this updated message to all its neighbours using general Bellman Ford’s BFDVRA to take the whole network to a stable state and totally avoiding CTIP.

After j receives replies from all its ERs with a mixture of message values i.e. -1 and/or positive cost values, j ignores all -1 values and finds out the cheapest one comparing only among the positive values. j then computes the required cost to reach to i by adding the link cost Cji with the Cki and updates its own RT and then sends the SeekHelpReply(Cji) to all its neighbours telling its cost to reach to destination node i.

It is to be noted that the RQT of a node j is deleted either after all replies have arrived from all ERs or after a certain predefined time (TTL). Thus, this algorithm not only finds out an alternative path to reach to destination (if any), but also the path found out is the cheapest one. On the other hand, since there is no chance of routing loops, thereby omitting the occurrence of CTIP.

V. Examples

As shown in Fig 1(a) and 1(b), we have considered only two most typical examples out of many. The link failures are shown by cross marks.

In example 1 and 2, CTIP takes place using ordinary BFDVRA and hence do not converge at all. The more intelligent routing protocols Split Horizon and Poison Reverse do fail in case of network 2 [Fig. 1(b)] causing Count-To-Infinity. But the proposed LFDVR algorithm does not fail at all and all the networks do converge within a finite time after the shown link failures. The proposed LFDVR algorithm
guarantees to converge within a finite time without creating any routing-loops and without creating any CTIP.

Example 1:
In case of network 1(a), after the link failure between router C and D,

![Diagram of network 1(a)]

- Router ‘C’ sends request message SeekHelp() to all its VN which is none but ‘B’ and waits till it gets replies from all its neighbours i.e. ‘B’ in this case. ‘C’ does not create any RQT since ‘C’ is the Original Requester, but creates the DQNL including itself as the first member of the DQNL list.
- Receiving the SeekHelp() message from ‘C’, node ‘B’ first of all creates a VNL and a RQT as shown in Table 1.1. ‘B’ finds that its only VN A is not the destination node ‘D’ and hence forward the SeekHelp() request message to ‘A’ including itself as a member in the DQNL.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requester</th>
<th>Destination</th>
<th>VNL/ERL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entry no</th>
<th>Requester</th>
<th>Destination</th>
<th>VNL/ERL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>NULL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Receiving the SeekHelp() message from ‘B’, node ‘A’ finds that it has no VN at all and therefore sends SeekHelpReply(-1) with a negative value as shown, to its requester i.e. to node ‘B’.
- Getting negative reply from ‘A’ which is an ER of ‘B’, node ‘B’ simply forwards the SeekHelpReply(-1) with a negative feedback to its requester ‘C’ since ‘B’ is having one and only one ER and deletes the RQT.
- Similarly, while ‘C’ gets SeekHelpReply() from all its ERs which is only node ‘B’, ‘C’ arrives to a firm decision that there is no alternative path at all to reach to ‘D’ and accordingly updates its own RT and sends this updated information to all it neighbours using ordinary BFDVRA algorithm.

Thus all nodes in the network update their corresponding RTs and the whole network ultimately come to a stable state within a finite period of time.

Example 2: Link Failure between node ‘C’ and node ‘D’:

![Diagram of network 2]
• ‘B’ receives SeekHelp() from ‘A’: Receiving the SeekHelp() message from ‘A’, node ‘B’ adds the entry no. 2 in its existing RQT [Table 2.2] and tries to find VNs which is NULL i.e length(VNL)=0. So, ‘B’ understands that there is no path at all to reach to ‘D’ through itself and therefore sends a negative SeekHelpReply(-1) to all the ER i.e ‘C’ and ‘A’ deleting the RQT.
• ‘A’ receives SeekHelp() from ‘B’: Similarly, while the SeekHelp() message arrives to ‘A’, ‘A’ adds a new entry entry no. 2 [Table 2.1] and sends back a negative reply SeekHelpReply(-1) to all its ERs ‘B’ and ‘C’ in this case.
• ‘C’ receives SeekHelpReply() from ‘A’ and ‘B’: The negative reply thus propagated to ‘C’ from ‘A’ and ‘B’ and thereby ‘C’ concludes that it has no path at all to reach to destination node ‘D’ by any means since all its ERs have sent negative replies. ‘C’ then updates its own RT and sends this updated information to all it neighbours using ordinary BFDVRA algorithm.
Thus all nodes in the network update their corresponding RTs and the whole network ultimately arrives to a stable state within a finite period of time.

VI. Conclusions

Functioning of the LFDVR algorithm has been simulated with randomly generated failures of links in a large number of randomly generated network graphs. Around one hundred cases have been found where link failure between two neighbouring nodes caused Count-To-Infinity using the algorithms like ordinary BFDVRA, Split Horizon and Poison Reverse. Use of RIP2 stopped after 16 iterations concluding CTIP but the proposed routing protocol LFDVR has failed nowhere.
The strength of metric-independency of LFDVR makes it versatile to be used in intra-AS or inter-AS routing and the trick of routing loops avoidance reduces the total number of message flow throughout the whole network to attain a stable state after a link failure. The algorithm not only finds out an alternative path to reach to destination (if any), but also the path found out is the best or cheapest one. On the other hand, since there is no chance of routing loops, thereby omitting the occurrence of CTIP. The justification of using “best path” in lieu of “shortest path” is also tried to be established citing some exciting real-life scenarios.
The somewhat increased processing and communication overhead in the LFDVR, is only a small price to be paid when viewed against the backdrop of the vast performance improvement.
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